Beetles account for about 40% of the insect species that have been described in the world, so it is great to see another book that addresses this diverse group. The author previously has written several insect books, including “National Wildlife Federation Field Guide to Insects and Spiders & Related Species of North America” and “Field Guide to Beetles of California”. In this book he uses his expertise in beetles and photography to produce a massive field guide showcasing the diversity of beetles of the eastern United States and Canada.

The book has two major parts, with the first section a 50-page introduction. The introduction is well illustrated with color photos throughout, beginning with lengthy discussions on beetle morphology, behavior, and natural history. Several pages describe how to find beetles in a variety of habitats, and discuss various equipment and traps used for collecting. Dr. Evans also describes how to prepare and preserve beetles in a collection, and how to rear larval beetles. A simple, five-page illustrated key is provided to help identify the most common families.

The largest portion of the book is devoted to family and species treatments, which cover all 115 families of beetles that are found in eastern North America (the U.S. and Canada, east of the Mississippi River). Each family is treated in its own section, the size of which depends on the number of species included. Small families with one or a few species may be covered in one full page or less, while the larger families get 30 to 40 pages. Each family treatment starts with general information about their biology and habits, followed by a list of morphological characters for the family. I like that the author includes a section called “Similar Families”. Here he lists other families that have similar-looking species, along with a brief list of characters used to distinguish the families. This is a feature that I first saw in the “entomological mire the beetle images!”

A concern that I have with books like this is the danger of the reader falling into the ‘field guide trap’. It is tempting, even for entomologists, to try and identify specimens to species by simply matching them to pictures using general characters like shape and color. And while many beetle species are distinctive enough for this to work, many other species can only be identified by careful examination under high magnification. Even though over 1400 species are shown in the book, this still represents less than 10% of the beetle fauna in the geographic area covered. Each species account does indicate how many species in that genus occur east of the Mississippi River. Hopefully, this will help the readers to avoid making premature, inaccurate identifications.

The book is a great stand-alone guide for a wide audience ranging from nature enthusiasts to professional entomologists. The entomological terms used in the family and species descriptions are not unwieldy. Even non-entomologists, with the occasional help of the anatomy section in the introductory chapter and the glossary in the back of the book, shouldn’t have much trouble understanding the descriptions. The book is extensive enough that a beetle novice will have to use the family identification key, or otherwise spend a
good amount of time paging through the book to identify a specimen. For serious beetle identification, there’s no substitute for the two-volume set, American Beetles, with its keys to all the genera in North America (Arnett & Thomas 2000, Arnett et al. 2002). But, I see this book as a great companion to American Beetles, and anyone with an interest in Coleoptera will want to have it on their bookshelf.
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